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SMALL LEFSCHETZ FIBRATIONS AND EXOTIC 4-MANIFOLDS
R. I˙NANC¸ BAYKUR AND MUSTAFA KORKMAZ
Abstract. We explicitly construct genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations whose total
spaces are minimal symplectic 4-manifolds homeomorphic to complex ratio-
nal surfaces CP2#pCP2 for p = 7, 8, 9, and to 3CP2#qCP2 for q = 12, . . . , 19.
Complementarily, we prove that there are no minimal genus-2 Lefschetz
fibrations whose total spaces are homeomorphic to any other simply-connected
4-manifold with b+ ≤ 3, with one possible exception when b+ = 3. Meanwhile,
we produce positive Dehn twist factorizations for several new genus-2 Lefschetz
fibrations with small number of critical points, including the smallest possi-
ble example, which follow from a reverse engineering procedure we introduce
for this setting. We also derive exotic minimal symplectic 4-manifolds in the
homeomorphism classes of CP2#4CP2 and 3CP2#6CP2 from small Lefschetz
fibrations over surfaces of higher genera.
1. Introduction
Existence of minimal symplectic structures on 4-manifolds is a fundamental ques-
tion in smooth 4-manifold topology. There has been much interest especially in
producing minimal symplectic 4-manifolds in the homeomorphism classes of stan-
dard simply-connected 4-manifolds with small second homology, such as blow-ups of
CP2 or 3CP2. Over the last two decades, many ingenious construction techniques,
such as rational blowdowns, generalized fiber sum, knot surgery and Luttinger
surgery, have been introduced to effectively address this problem by Fintushel and
Stern, Gompf, Jongil Park, and several others. (e.g. [1, 3, 7, 16, 21, 22, 25, 24, 26,
27, 31, 41, 42, 53].) Resting on spectacular results of Taubes on Seiberg-Witten
invariants of symplectic 4-manifolds, these constructions have demonstrated that
minimal symplectic 4-manifolds not only constitute small exotic 4-manifolds (which
are homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic to standard ones), but also resource them
in almost all the known instances.
On the other hand, since the pioneering works of Donaldson and Gompf in late
1990s, it is known that symplectic 4-manifolds, up to blow-ups, correspond to Lef-
schetz fibrations, which can be studied combinatorially as positive factorizations,
i.e. factorizations of boundary Dehn twists into positive Dehn twists in the mapping
class groups of compact oriented surfaces. This brings a priori an understanding
that any symplectic 4-manifold, if it exists, should come from a positive factoriza-
tion. In practice, however, the very idea of constructing small exotic 4-manifolds
via new positive factorizations has hardly been utilized up to date.
The main objective of this article is to demonstrate ways to successfully im-
plement this latter approach by constructing positive factorization for Lefschetz
fibrations with small number of critical points, which we call small Lefschetz fibra-
tions in analogy (Section 3), as they correspond to 4-manifolds with small second
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homology. By the virtue of our constructions, these will provide simple descriptions
of many new small exotic 4-manifolds.
Lefschetz fibrations of fiber genus 0 and 1 are well-known: their total spaces are
diffeomorphic to complex surfaces CP2, CP1×CP1, elliptic surfaces E(n), and their
blow-ups [29, 38]. Therefore, for a Lefschetz fibration to bear any new symplectic
4-manifold, the fiber genus should be at least 2. By a thorough analysis of small
genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations, we will show that one can already achieve a lot with
genus-2 fibrations.
Theorem 1. There exist decomposable genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations, whose total
spaces are minimal symplectic 4-manifolds homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic to
CP2# pCP2 for p = 7, 8, 9, and to 3CP2# qCP2 for q = 12, . . . , 19.
We will describe all the genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations in Theorem 1 explicitly via
positive factorizations in the mapping class group of a genus-2 surface with one
boundary component (Section 5; Theorems 16 and 20). These positive factoriza-
tions contain at least two proper (even smaller!) positive factorizations, which
amounts to them decomposing as nontrivial fiber sums of Lefschetz fibrations.
Based on [56, 8], this allows us to conclude that the corresponding Lefschetz fi-
brations are minimal in the stronger sense: they are not only relatively minimal,
i.e. not containing any exceptional spheres in the fibers, but also they do not
contain any exceptional spheres at all (Proposition 6). We construct the exotic
genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations of Theorem 1 in two main steps. In Section 3, we will
describe a general procedure to produce small positive factorizations in the map-
ping class group, which we will call reverse engineering, motivated by a similar
procedure defined by Fintushel and Stern under the same name to produce small
exotic 4-manifolds [24]. We employ this technique to obtain several (very) small
positive factorizations, including the smallest possible positive factorization for a
nontrivial genus-2 Lefschetz fibration (Theorem 7). As we will observe (Propo-
sition 9), these very small positive factorizations themselves are not exotic; they
always have total spaces diffeomorphic to complex rational and ruled surfaces. Then
the second step of the construction will be to take products of certain conjugates
of these positive factorizations to arrive at simply-connected exotic Lefschetz fibra-
tions of Theorem 1. As quick byproducts of our two step construction, we will also
show that there are –mostly nonholomorphic– genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations with
b+ = 1 and c21 = 0, 1, 2, with any fundamental group (Z/m1Z) ⊕ (Z/m2Z) (Re-
mark 18), and also that there exist an infinite family of pairwise non-diffeomorphic
minimal symplectic 4-manifolds in the homeomorphism classes of 3CP2# qCP2 for
q = 12, . . . , 19 (Corollary 23).
Next is a complementary result:
Theorem 2. Any simply-connected minimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibration (X, f)
with b+(X) ≤ 3 is homeomorphic to CP2# pCP2 for some 7 ≤ p ≤ 9 or to
3CP2# qCP2 for 11 ≤ q ≤ 19.
This theorem will follow from our study of the geography of small minimal genus-
2 Lefschetz fibrations in Section 4. There we analyze which pairs (n, s), where n
and s are the number of Dehn twists along nonseparating and separating curves
in a positive factorization on a genus-2 surface, can possibly exist. We will use a
combination of obstructions coming from the algebraic topology and the Seiberg-
Witten invariants of genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations (Lemmas 5 and 12) to determine
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the list of homeomorphism classes that can possibly support any simply-connected
genus-2 Lefschetz fibration with b+ ≤ 3 (Theorem 13). The only possible case
we have not been able to realize by a minimal simply-connected genus-2 Lefschetz
fibration so far is when (n, s) = (10, 10) and the total space is homeomorphic to
3CP2#11CP2. This is the exception noted in the theorem, which we are inclined
to believe exists.
We would like to remark that minimal, decomposable genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations
in the homeomorphism class of CP2#9CP2 are already present in the literature:
as shown by Fintushel and Stern, knot surgery on the elliptic surface E(1) ∼=
CP2#9CP2 with a genus-1 fibered knot yields a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration, and
this fibration decomposes into two smaller fibrations on complex ruled surfaces
[23], which has been seen as a very special example up until now. Also preceding
our results are a few other examples of minimal simply-connected genus-2 Lefschetz
fibrations for larger p and q, which have been obtained through lantern substitutions
corresponding to rational blowdowns: for again CP2#9CP2 by Endo and Gurtas
[19] and for 3CP2#qCP2 with 15 ≤ q ≤ 19 by Akhmedov and Park [4, 43].
In Section 5.3, we will show that Luttinger surgeries along fibered Lagrangian
tori in small genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations over surfaces of positive genera can be used
to produce minimal symplectic 4-manifolds in even smaller homeomorphism classes
(Theorem 24). Per Theorem 13, this can only be achieved by dropping the fibered
aspect, and thus these examples always involve a couple of Luttinger surgeries that
destroy the fibration structure. We will prove:
Theorem 3. There exist decomposable minimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations over
T 2 and Σ2 which are equivalent via Luttinger surgeries to minimal symplectic
4-manifolds homeomorphic to CP2#4CP2 and 3CP2#6CP2, respectively.
The only other examples of minimal symplectic 4-manifolds in Theorem 3 were
given by Akhmedov and Park in [3], and later by Fintushel and Stern for CP2#4CP2
in [25]. The vantage point in our constructions is that departing from Lefschetz fi-
brations allows us to carry on fairly simple fundamental group calculations, and the
resulting exotic 4-manifolds are easy to describe in terms of handle decompositions
(Remark 26).
Let us finish by turning back to the fundamental point underlying our work
initiated here. As discussed above, any symplectic 4-manifold, let it be fake, exotic,
or else, would arise from a positive factorization for a Lefschetz fibration or a
pencil. Our analysis of genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations show that minimal symplectic
4-manifolds homeomorphic to smaller number of blow-ups of CP2, CP1 × CP1 or
3CP2 will only come from positive factorizations in the mapping class group of
higher genera surfaces. We will carry on our work in this direction elsewhere.
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2. Preliminaries and background results
We start with a quick review of basic definitions and properties of Lefschetz
fibrations and factorizations in mapping class groups of surfaces. The reader can
turn to [28] for more details. We will then present several preliminary results on the
algebraic and differential topology of genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations, which we make
repeated use of in the rest of the paper.
2.1. Lefschetz fibrations.
A Lefschetz fibration on a closed, smooth, oriented 4-manifold X is a smooth
surjective map f : X → S2 whose critical locus consists of finitely many points
pi, at which and at f(pi) there are local complex coordinates (compatible with the
orientations on X and S2) with respect to which f takes the form (z1, z2) 7→ z1z2.
We say (X, f) is a genus-g Lefschetz fibration for g the genus of a regular fiber
F of f . Hereon we use the term Lefschetz fibration only when the set of critical
points {pi} is nonempty, often referred as the Lefschetz fibration being nontrivial.
We moreover assume that all the points pi lie in distinct singular fibers ; this can
always be achieved after a small perturbation.
A section of a Lefschetz fibration (X, f) is an embedded 2-sphere S ⊂ X \ {pi}
intersecting all fibers of f at one point, which, equivalently, is the image of a map
r : S2 → X such that f ◦ r = 1S2 . Blowing down any collection {Sj} of disjoint
sections of self-intersection −1, one obtains a Lefschetz pencil with base points {bj}.
It is shown by Donaldson that every symplectic 4-manifold admits a Lefschetz
pencil, whose base points can be blown up to arrive at a Lefschetz fibration [17].
Conversely, as shown by Gompf, for every nontrivial Lefschetz fibration (X, f), one
can construct a symplectic form on X , with respect to which regular fibers and any
preselected collection of disjoint sections of f are symplectic [28].
A singular fiber of (X, f) is called irreducible if the complement of the critical
point in the fiber is connected, and is called reducible otherwise. Lefschetz singu-
larities locally correspond to 2-handle attachments to D2×F with framing −1 with
respect to the fiber framing, where the attaching circles of these 2-handles, called
vanishing cycles, are embedded curves in a regular fiber F . With this in mind, an ir-
reducible singular fiber is given by a nonseparating vanishing cycle, and a reducible
singular fiber is given by a separating one. When the latter is null-homotopic on F ,
one of the fiber components becomes an exceptional sphere, an embedded 2-sphere
of self-intersection −1, which can be blown down without altering the rest of the
fibration.
A common way to construct new Lefschetz fibrations is the fiber sum operation:
Let (Xi, fi) be a genus-g Lefschetz fibration with regular fiber Fi for i = 1, 2. The
fiber sum is a genus-g Lefschetz fibration f on X = (X1, F1)#φ(X2, F2), obtained
by removing a fibered tubular neighborhood of each Fi and then identifying the
resulting boundaries via complex conjugation on S1 times a chosen orientation
preserving-diffeomorphism φ : F1 → F2. We say a Lefschetz fibration (X, f) is
indecomposable if it cannot be expressed as a fiber sum.
A Lefschetz fibration (X, f) is called relatively minimal if there are no excep-
tional spheres contained in the fibers. In this paper, we will often say (X, f) is
minimal, if there are no exceptional spheres in X at all. There are nonminimal
Lefschetz fibrations which are relatively minimal and do not have any sections of
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self-intersection −1 [10, 45]. Non-minimal (X, f) of positive genera are known to
be indecomposable [56, 8].
For genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations, which are the focus of this paper, we will use
the following short-hand notation: a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration (X, f) is said to
be of type (n, s) if it is relatively minimal and it has exactly n nonseparating and s
separating vanishing cycles.
2.2. Positive factorizations.
Let Σmg denote a compact, connected, oriented surface genus g with m bound-
ary components, and Γmg denote its mapping class group, the group composed of
orientation-preserving self homeomorphisms of Σmg which restrict to the identity
along ∂Σmg , modulo isotopies that restrict to the identity along ∂Σ
m
g as well. We
write Σg = Σ
0
g, and Γg = Γ
0
g for simplicity.
We denote by tc ∈ Σ
m
g the positive (right-handed) Dehn twist along the simple
closed curve c ⊂ Σmg . Let {ci} be a nonempty collection of simple closed curves on
Σmg , which do not become null-homotopic when ∂Σ
m
g is capped off by disks, and let
{δj} be a collection of m curves parallel to distinct boundary components of Σ
m
g .
For a collection {kj} of m integers, if the relation
(1) tcl · · · tc2tc1 = t
k1
δ1
· · · tkmδm
holds in Γmg , then we call the word W on the left-hand side a positive factorization
of length l of the mapping class tk1δ1 · · · t
km
δm
in Γng . Capping off ∂Σ
m
g induces a
homomorphism Γmg → Γg, under which W maps to a similar positive factorization
of length l of the identity element 1 ∈ Γg.
The positive factorization in (1) above gives rise to a genus-g Lefschetz fibration
(X, f) with l critical points and m disjoint sections Sj of self-intersection S
2
j = −kj
[11]. Identifying the regular fiber F with Σg, we can view the vanishing cycles of f
as ci. In particular, we get all the information on the topology of reducible fibers
(how many there are and the genera of the fiber components they split) and observe
that (X, f) is relatively minimal.
In fact, Lefschetz fibrations can always be described in terms of positive factor-
izations. The local monodromy around the singular fiber with vanishing cycle ci
is tci , and thus, the global monodromy of the fibration around a disk containing
all {f(ci)} is a product of positive Dehn twists, called a monodromy factorization.
The fact that the map extends over the base S2 dictates that we get a positive
factorization of the identity in Γg. In the presence of sections Sj , one can obtain a
further lift of this factorization to Γmg , which yields a positive factorization W as
in (1) above [28, 36, 11]
When g ≥ 2, there is indeed a one-to-one equivalence between genus-g Lefschetz
fibrations up to isomorphisms (orientation-preserving self-diffeomorphisms of the
4-manifold and S2, which make the fibrations commute) and positive factorizations
of the identity element in Γg up to Hurwitz moves (trading subwords tcitci+1 with
tci+1t
−1
ci+1
tcitci+1 = tci+1ttci+1 (ci)) and global conjugations (trading every tci with
tφ(ci), for some φ ∈ Γg).
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2.3. Algebraic and differential topology of Lefschetz fibrations.
When a Lefschetz fibration (X, f) is built from a positive factorization
W = tcl · · · tc2tc1 of a product of boundary twists in Γ
m
g as in (1), one has it
easy with reading off several algebraic topological invariants of X from W . If we
assume m ≥ 1 for the moment, i.e. when f has at least one section, we have
π1(X) ∼= π1(Σg) /N(c1, . . . , cl) ,
where N(c1, . . . , cl) denotes the subgroup of π1(Σg) generated normally by {ci}.
For {aj, bj} standard generators of π1(Σg), we therefore get
π1(X) ∼= 〈 a1, b1, . . . , ag, bg | [a1, b1] · · · [ag, bg], R1, . . . , Rl 〉 ,
where each Ri is a relation obtained by expressing ci (oriented arbitrarily) in
{aj, bj}. When m = 0, i.e. when it is not known from the positive factoriza-
tion that the fibration has a section, π1(X) is given by a similar presentation with
possibly one additional nontrivial relation.
The Euler characteristic of X is given by e(X) = 4 − 4g + l. A simple formula
for the signature of X is also available when all {ci} are fixed by a hyperelliptic
involution on Σg, in which case (X, f) is called hyperelliptic. Since this condition
always holds when g = 2 (per Γ2 being hyperelliptic), for the purposes of this paper,
we will content ourselves with this closed formula, which reads σ(X) = − 15 (3n+ s)
[36, 18], where n and s are the number of nonseparating and separating curves in
the collection {ci}.
One can also define c1(X) as the first Chern class and χh(X) as the holomorphic
Euler characteristic for any almost complex structure compatible with say a Gompf
symplectic form on (X, f). We will often find it more convenient to appeal to the
numerical invariants c21(X) and χh(X), even though they are determined by e(X)
and σ(X) via c21(X) = 2e(X) + 3σ(X) and χh(X) =
1
4 (e(X) + σ(X)).
Summarizing the above for the case of genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations, we have:
Lemma 4. If (X, f) is a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (n, s), then
• e(X) = n+ s− 4,
• σ(X) = − 15 (3n+ s),
• c21(X) =
1
5 (n+ 7s)− 8,
• χh(X) =
1
10 (n+ 2s)− 1 .
Next lemma gathers a collection of necessary conditions on n and s for (X, f)
to be a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (n, s), listed in an increasing order of
complexity in terms of involved arguments. These all together will provide very
powerful constraints on the existence of genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations.
Lemma 5. If (X, f) is a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (n, s), then
• n+ 2s ≡ 0 (mod 10),
• 2n− s ≥ 3,
• n+ 7s ≥ 20 .
Proof. The first relation is well-known. The first homology group of Γ2 is Z10,
where any Dehn twist along a nonseparating curve corresponds to 1¯ and any Dehn
twist along a nontrivial separating curve corresponds to 2¯. From the monodromy
factorization of (X, f) we then deduce that n+ 2s is a multiple of 10.
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The second relation will follow from a lengthy play with the characteristic num-
bers of a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration . Picking an irreducible fiber component Fi
of self-intersection −1 from each reducible singular fiber, we obtain a disjoint col-
lection of s embedded tori. The homology classes Ai = [Fi], for i = 1, . . . , s,
generate an s-dimensional subspace V of H2(X ;R), to which the restriction of the
intersection form QX is negative-definite. On the other hand, the first Chern class
of an almost complex structure associated to f evaluates on a regular fiber F as
e(F ) = 2− 2g(F ) = −2 6= 0, so [F ] 6= 0 in H2(X ;R). Since [F ] ∈ V
⊥, the orthogo-
nal complement of V with respect to QX , and since QX |V ⊥ is nondegenerate, there
exists a class A in V ⊥ with negative square. Thus we get an (s+1)-dimensional sub-
space W of H2(X ;R) generated by A and all Ai, on which QX is negative-definite.
We conclude that
(2) b−(X) ≥ s+ 1.
Now from the equalities
2− 2b1(X) + b
+(X) + b−(X) = e(X) = n+ s− 4
b+(X)− b−(X) = σ(X) = −
1
5
(3n+ s)
we derive
(3) b−(X) =
1
5
(4n+ 3s)− 3 + b1(X) .
Combining it with b−(X) ≥ s+ 1 above, we get
(4) b1(X) ≥ 4−
2
5
(2n− s) .
Since (X, f) should have at least one nonseparating vanishing cycle [48, 50], we
have b1(X) ≤ b1(Σ2) − 1 = 3. So from (4) we get: 4n − 2s ≥ 5. Since 4n− 2s is
even, we have 4n− 2s ≥ 6, or equivalently 2n− s ≥ 3.
Lastly, if we take the fiber sum of two copies of (X, f), then the resulting
genus-2 Lefschetz fibration (DX,Df) := (X, f)#1(X, f), the double of (X, f), is
minimal. It is observed by Stipsicz [50] that b+(DX) > 1 , so by the work of Taubes
[54, 55], c21(DX) ≥ 0. We easily calculate e(DX) = 2e(X)−2e(F ) = 2e(X)+4 and
σ(DX) = 2σ(X) (by Novikov additivity) to conclude that c21(DX) = 2c
2
1(X) + 8.
In turn, c21(X) ≥ −4, which implies n+ 7s ≥ 20. 
Finally, we consider a special class of positive factorizations we will work with.
LetW be a positive factorization of the form W =W ′W ′′ in Γmg , whereW
′,W ′′ are
products of positive Dehn twists along curves which do not become null-homotopic
when ∂Σmg is capped off. If the product W
′ =
∏
tci , as a mapping class, com-
mutes with some fixed φ ∈ Γmg , we can produce a new positive factorization
W˜ = (W ′)φW ′′, where (W ′)φ denotes the conjugate factorization
(W ′)φ := φW ′φ−1 = φ(
∏
tci)φ
−1 =
∏
(φtciφ
−1) =
∏
tφ(ci) .
In particular, ifW ′ (and thusW ′′) is a positive factorization, then for any φ, we get
a new positive factorization W˜ = (W ′)φW ′′, since boundary parallel Dehn twists are
central in Γmg . We claim that in this case, a Lefschetz fibration (X˜, f˜) constructed
from W˜ is always minimal. Our assumption on the Dehn twist curves in W ′,W ′′
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implies that g ≥ 1. It follows that (X˜, f˜) is a fiber sum of two nontrivial genus
g ≥ 1 Lefschetz fibrations constructed from the positive factorizationsW ′,W ′′ [11].
By a theorem of Usher on symplectic sums [56] (or see [8][Theorem 1] for a simpler
proof set only for fiber sums of Lefschetz fibrations), X˜ is minimal. Hence we have
the following conclusion, which will become our main criterion when arguing the
minimality of certain Lefschetz fibrations we will construct in this paper:
Proposition 6. Let (X˜, f˜) be a Lefschetz fibration constructed from a positive fac-
torization W˜ = (W ′)φW ′′ in Γg, where W
′,W ′′ are positive factorizations them-
selves, and φ any mapping class in Γg. Then X˜ is a minimal symplectic 4-manifold.
We note that when φ is a Dehn twist t±1α , the symplectic Lefschetz fibration
(X˜, f˜) prescribed by W˜ = (W ′)φW ′′ is obtained from the symplectic Lefschetz
fibration (X, f) prescribed byW =W ′W ′′ via fibered Luttinger surgery [5, 12]. This
is a special instance of Luttinger surgery, where one cuts out a Weinstein tubular
neighborhood of an embedded Lagrangian torus T in a symplectic 4-manifold X
and glues it back in differently in a way that the symplectic form in the complement
extends [35, 6]. The new symplectic 4-manifold X˜ is determined by T ⊂ X , along
with a primitive curve λ on T and an integer k, called the surgery curve and
the surgery coefficient. In the case of fibered Luttinger surgery above, the fibered
Lagrangian torus T in (X, f) is obtained by taking the parallel transport of α over
a loop γ enclosing all the Lefschetz critical values coming fromW ′, and one chooses
the surgery curve as α and the surgery coefficient k = ±1 to arrive at (X˜, f˜).
3. Small positive factorizations and Lefschetz fibrations
Similar to measuring the size of a 4-manifold X by the rank of H2(X), we will
measure the size of a genus-g Lefschetz fibration (X, f) by what amounts to H2(X)
once the genus g is fixed: by the number of critical points l. For which values of
g, l a genus-g Lefschetz fibration with l critical points would qualify to be called
“small” is a question contingent to the formulation of the focus problem (as in the
case of “small” 4-manifolds). In this paper, we will call a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration
small when l ≤ 30. As we will observe in Section 4, for a simply-connected X , this
is the case for a minimal (X, f) precisely when X is in the homeomorphism classes
of CP2#pCP2 with p ≤ 9, or 3CP2#qCP2 with q ≤ 19.
This section is devoted to the study of (very) small indecomposable genus-2
Lefschetz fibrations.
3.1. Reverse engineering small positive factorizations.
Here we outline a general procedure to produce positive factorizations in Γmg
with small numbers of Dehn twists. We will call this procedure reverse engineering,
not only because it reflects well the very nature of this process as we will explain
shortly, but also to draw a parallel to a similar procedure introduced by Fintushel
and Stern under the same name that can be employed effectively to construct small
exotic 4-manifolds [24].
Two invariants one can attach to a positive factorization W in Γmg are: ℓ(W ),
the length of W , i.e. the number of positive Dehn twists in W , and σ(W ), the
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signature of W , which is defined for any positive factorization via Meyer’s signa-
ture cocycle [37, 18, 20]. The Euler characteristic and the signature of the corre-
sponding Lefschetz fibration (X, f) are determined by these two invariants via the
identities e(X) = 4−4g+ ℓ(W ) and σ(X) = σ(W ), and vice versa. Moreover, since
e(X) = 2−2b1(X)+b
+(X)+b−(X), where b1(X) ≤ 2g, we see that a small positive
factorization corresponds to a genus-g Lefschetz fibration (X, f) with small b+(X)
and b−(X). Now if we would like to have a genus-g Lefschetz fibration (X, f) with
small b+(X) (say b+(X) = 1, the smallest it can be), we observe that the best way
to realize b−(X) with the least number of singular fibers is when we have many
reducible fibers: for each reducible fiber of (X, f) counts into b−(X) (cf. the proof
of Lemma 5, and also see Ozbagci’s calculation of the local signature contributions
[39]). Note that the a posteriori guidance in this case becomes a fact when g = 2.
We will therefore aim for small positive factorizations with many separating Dehn
twists.
We will need two well-known relations in the mapping class group Γmg of Σ
m
g .
Recall that if two curves are disjoint then the corresponding Dehn twists commute,
and if two simple closed curves a and b on Σmg intersect transversely at one point,
then we have the braid relation
tatbta = tbtatb .
Note that modifying a given positive factorization by braid relations amount to
applying Hurwitz moves, which do not change the isomorphism class of the cor-
responding Lefschetz fibration. Secondly, let c1, c2, . . . , c2k be a chain of simple
closed curves on Σmg such that ci and cj are disjoint if |i − j| ≥ 2 and that ci and
ci+1 intersect at one point. Then a regular neighborhood of c1 ∪ c2 ∪ · · · ∪ c2k is
a subsurface of Σmg with one boundary component, δ. We then have the 2k-chain
relation [13]
(tc1tc2 · · · tc2k)
4k+2
= tδ.
A notable consequence of this relation is that for any curve δ on Σmg bounding
a subsurface Σ1k, the separating Dehn twist tδ can be replaced by a product of
8k2 + 4k nonseparating Dehn twists. In turn, any positive factorization in Γmg ,
m ≤ 1, can be turned into one with only nonseparating Dehn twists.
If W0 is a positive factorization obtained fromW by replacing tδ with the product
(tc1tc2 · · · tc2k)
4k+2
, then we have [20][Proposition 3.9]:
(5) ℓ(W0) = ℓ(W ) + 8k
2 + 4k − 1, and σ(W0) = σ(W )− 4k
2 − 4k + 1.
We can now describe our general construction scheme, which relies on reversing
the above trick. To reverse engineer a small positive factorization of given length
ℓ and signature σ, we first look for a model positive factorization W0, a known
factorization, whose length ℓ(W0) and signature σ(W0) can be derived from ℓ and
σ via (5) by replacing a number of separating vanishing cycles. Moreover we want
W0 to contain many Dehn twists along chains of curves. We then apply braid
relations to W0, and also to any other word we derive at intermediate steps, to get
factors conjugate to (tc1tc2 · · · tc2k)
4k+2
, for some 1 ≤ k ≤ g − 1. These factors will
be then traded with separating Dehn twists to arrive at a positive factorization W
with desired ℓ and σ.
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When g = 2: Our procedure is much simplified and easier to demonstrate in this
case. Suppose thatm ≤ 1. There is only one type of nontrivial separating vanishing
cycle other than curve parallel to boundary, and it splits off genus-1 subsurfaces on
both sides, allowing only a 2-chain substitution:
(tc1tc2)
6 = tδ.
Moreover, when g = 2, ℓ and σ determine the number of nonseparating and sepa-
rating vanishing cycles, n and s. Call the positive factorization of type (n, s) in this
case. To produce a small positive factorization of type (n, s) in Γm2 , we look for a
model positive factorization with only n+12s nonseparating vanishing cycles, and
then employ braid relations to get subwords conjugate to (tc1tc2)
6. Note, moreover,
that we can employ Lemma 5 first to check whether a positive factorization with
such n, s is even plausible (see Section 4).
An easy example: Let us demonstrate how quickly one can reverse engineer positive
factorizations of types (18, 1) and (6, 2) in Γ22. Here, we need a model factorization
of type (30, 0), and there are not so many of them! The well-known analogue of
the chain relation for a 5-chain c1, . . . , c5 yields the positive factorization in Γ
2
2
(6) tδ1tδ2 = (t1t2t3t4t5)
6 ,
which will be our model factorization W0. Here we have simplified our notation by
letting ti denote the Dehn twist tci along ci. (We may assume that the curves ci
are given in Figure 1, where one of the boundary components of Σ22 is capped off.)
Since c1, c2 are disjoint from c4, c5, the factors t1t2 and t4t5 commute. We may
rewrite W0 as
tδ1tδ2 = P1(t1t2)
6P2(t4t5)
6 ,
where Pi is a product of 3 positive Dehn twists that are all conjugates of t3. By the
2-chain relation, we get new positive factorizations P1tcP2(t4t5)
6 (or P1(t1t2)
6P2tc′)
and P1tcP2tc′ of tδ1tδ2 in Γ
2
2, which are of types (18, 1) and (6, 2), respectively. Here
c (resp. c′) is the boundary component of a regular neighborhood of c1 ∪ c2 (resp.
c4 ∪ c5). It can shown that the conjugation of the last factorization by the inverse
of t4t5t4 is equal to a lift of the well-known positive factorization of the identity
obtained by Matsumoto we will discuss shortly.1
3.2. The smallest genus-2 Lefschetz fibration.
Our aim in this section is to derive the smallest genus-2 Lefschetz fibration. This
is equivalent to find a factorization of the identity in the mapping class group Γ2
of the smallest length. Matsomoto’s well-known relation, also obtained above, is of
type (n, s) = (6, 2). So the length of the smallest factorization is less than or equal
to 8. By Lemma 5, there is no factorization of length less than 7, and if there is a
factorization of length 7 then (n, s) = (4, 3).
Suppose that we have a factorization of the identity of type (4, 3). By trading
three separating Dehn twists by 12 nonseparating Dehn twists, we get a factoriza-
tion of of type (40, 0). We know a factorization of this type is
(7) (tc1tc2tc3tc4)
10 = 1,
1The generalization of Matsumoto’s fibration to g > 2 in [30] can also be obtained by the same
method; this will appear in [14].
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Figure 1. Dehn twist curves δ, ci, xi, Bi, c, d, e on Σ
1
2, and
π1(Σ2) generators ai, bi.
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where ci are simple the curves in Figure 1; the closed surface Σ2 is Σ
1
2 together with
a disk glued along the boundary. This is our starting point: we will go backward
starting from (7), so that the positive factorization (7) will be our model for reverse
engineering a positive factorization of type (4, 3). Instead of doing this computation
in Σ2 we will do it in Σ
1
2 instead, so that the Lefschetz fibration corresponding to
the factorization will have a section of square −1.
In the mapping class group Γ12, consider the 4-chain relation
(t1t2t3t4)
10 = tδ,(8)
which turns into (7) when a disk is glued to Σ12. From the braid relation, we see
that
ti (t1t2t3t4) = (t1t2t3t4) ti−1
for i = 2, 3, 4. Using this we obtain
(t1t2t3t4)
5
= (t1t2t3t4) (t1t2t3t4) (t1t2t3t4) (t1t2t3t4) (t1t2t3t4)
= (t1t2t3) (t1t2t3) (t1t2t3) (t1t2t3) (t4t3t2t1) (t1t2t3t4)
= (t1t2) (t1t2) (t1t2) (t3t2t1) (t1t2t3) (t4t3t2t1) (t1t2t3t4)
= (t1t2)
3
(t3t2t1t1t2t3) (t4t3t2t1t1t2t3t4) .
We note that the factors (t1t2)
3, (t3t2t1t1t2t3), and (t4t3t2t1t1t2t3t4) on the right
all commute with each other: This can be seen from the fact that (t4t3t2t1t1t2t3t4)
fixes the curves c1, c2 and c3, and (t3t2t1t1t2t3) fixes the curves c1 and c2.
Starting with the 4-chain relation (8) and then applying braid relations and the
fact that Dehn twists about disjoint curves commute in Γ12, we get
tδ = (t1t2t3t4)
10
= (t1t2)
6
(t3t2t1t1t2t3) (t4t3t2t1t1t2t3t4) (t4t3t2t1t1t2t3t4) (t3t2t1t1t2t3)
= tct3t2t1t1t2 (t4t3t2t1t1t2t3t4) t3t3 (t4t3t2t1t1t2t3t4) t2t1t1t2t3
= tct3(t2t1t1t2)t4t3(t2t1t1t2)(t3t4)
3(t2t1t1t2)t3(t2t1t1t2)t4t3.
Keeping in mind that tδ is in the center of Γ
1
2, we conjugate both sides of this
equality by t4t3 and get
tδ = t4t3tct3(t2t1t1t2)t4t3(t2t1t1t2)(t3t4)
3(t2t1t1t2)t3(t2t1t1t2)
= tet4t3t3t4(t2t1t1t2)t3(t2t1t1t2)(t3t4)
3(t2t1t1t2)(t2t1t1t2)tx4 ,
where e = t4t3(c) and x4 = (t2t1t1t2)
−1(c3). Here, we also used the fact that t4
commutes with t1 and t2.
The use of the braid relations and ftaf
−1 = tf(a) give
tδ = te(t4t3t3t4)t2t1t1t3t2t3t1t1t2)(t3t4)
3(t2t1t1t2t2t1t1t2)tx4
= tetx1(t4t3t3t4t1t1t3)t2t3t1t1t2(t3t4)
3(t2t1t1t2t2t1t1t2)tx4
= tetx1tx2(t4t3t3t4t1t1t3t3t1t1)t2(t3t4)
3(t2t1t1t2t2t1t1t2)tx4
= tetx1tx2tx3(t4t3t3t4t1t1t3t3t1t1)(t3t4)
3(t2t1t1t2t2t1t1t2)tx4 ,
where x1 = t4t3t3t4(c2), x2 = t1t1t3(x1) and x3 = t1t1t3(x2). This may be rewritten
as
= tetx1tx2tx3t4t3t3t4t3t3(t3t4)
3(t1t1t1t1t2t1t1t2t2t1t1t2)tx4
= tetx1tx2tx3(t3t4)
6(t1t2)
6tx4 .
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Finally, by the 2-chain relation, we write td = (t3t4)
6 and tc = (t1t2)
6 to arrive at
the desired result
tδ = tetx1tx2tx3tdtctx4 .
The nonseparating curves xi, and the separating curves c, d, e are as shown in
Figure 1.
Set W1 = tetx1tx2tx3tdtctx4 , so it is a positive factorization of tδ in Γ
1
2 and let
(X1, f1) be the corresponding Lefschetz fibration of type (4, 3), with a section of
self-intersection −1. Since any genus-2 Lefschetz fibration should have at least 7
singular fibers [39, 45], which is also deduced from Lemma 5, (X1, f1) realizes the
smallest possible genus-2 Lefschetz fibration:
Theorem 7. The positive factorization W1 = tetx1tx2tx3tdtctx4 = tδ in Γ
1
2 pre-
scribes the smallest genus-2 Lefschetz fibration.
We note that we do not claim that the smallest genus-2 Lefschetz fibration is
unique up to isomorphism. However, it is true that the total space is unique up
to diffeomorphism. As seen above, a smallest genus-2 Lefschetz fibration is of type
(4, 3). By Proposition 9 given at the end of this section, any such Lefschetz fibration
has total space diffeomorphic to (S2 × T 2)# 3CP2. For instance, the semi-stable
holomorphic genus-2 fibration with 7 critical points constructed by Xiao in [58],
even though it lacks any further information on its monodromy or the total space,
would be supported on the same manifold.
We finish by giving an explicit presentation of π1(X1) induced byW1. In a group
G, let a¯ denote the inverse of a and let [a, b] denote the commutator aba¯b¯.
Since the Lefschetz fibration (X1, f1) has a section, we get a presentation of
π1(X1), from the monodromy, with generators a1, b1, a2, b2 as in Figure 1, and with
the following defining relators:
[a1, b1][a2, b2] = 1,(9)
a1r
2 = 1,(10)
a1b¯
2
1ra2 = 1,(11)
a1b¯
4
1ra2r¯a2 = 1,(12)
a1b1a¯1a2b2a¯2 = 1,(13)
a1b1a¯1b¯2a¯2r = 1,(14)
[r, a¯2] = 1,(15)
[a1, b1] = 1.(16)
Here r = b¯1a2b2. The relators (10),(11),. . . , (16) come from the vanishing cycles
x1, x2, x3, x4, e, d, c respectively.
The relations (9) and (16) imply that [a2, b2] = 1. We may then rewrite the
relation (13) as
b1b2 = (a1b1a¯1)(a2b2a¯2) = 1.
With this new relation, all the other relations either trivialize or become
a1a
2
2b
4
2 = 1,
which shows that a1 can be generated by a2, b2. Thus π1(X) is a free abelian group
of rank 2 generated by a2 and b2 (also by a2 and b1).
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3.3. Other small genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations.
The positive factorization W in Γ22 of type (6, 2) we reverse engineered as a
sampler at the end of Section 3.1 is a lift of a well-known positive factorization
constructed by Matsumoto [36], which we will favor over W because of its neatly
symmetric presentation. For the simple closed curves B0, B1, B2, c on Σ
1
2 given in
Figure 1, we also have [36, 30]:
(tB0tB1tB2tc)
2
= tδ
in Γ12. The positive factorizationW2 = (tB0tB1tB2tc)
2 of tδ then gives Matsumoto’s
genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (6, 2), with a section of self-intersection −1.
The fundamental group π1(X2) of X2 admits a presentation with generators
a1, b1, a2, b2 and with relations
[a1, b1][a2, b2] = 1,
a1a2 = 1,(17)
a1b¯1a2b¯2 = 1,(18)
b2b1 = 1,(19)
[a1, b1] = 1,
which is easily seen to be a free abelian group of rank 2 generated by a1 and b1 (also
by a2 and b2). The last four relations come from the vanishing cycles B0, B1, B2
and c, respectively.
Three more positive factorizations will be needed in our later constructions.
The first one is the positive factorization we obtained in the process of deriving
W1. That is, we can trade back tc in W1 with (tc1tc2)
6 and obtain a positive factor-
izationW3 = tetx1tx2tx3td (tc1tc2)
6 tx4 of tδ in Γ
1
2. Let (X3, f3) be the corresponding
genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (16, 2). The fundamental group π1(X3) has a
presentation with generators a1, b1, a2, b2 and with relations (9)−15) together with
the additional relations
b1 = 1,(20)
a1 = 1,(21)
induced by the new vanishing cycles c1 and c2. An easy calculation shows that
π1(X3) is isomorphic to the cyclic group Z2 of order two, and is generated by a2.
The second one is derived from W2 by trading one tc with (tc1tc2)
6, so we get a
positive factorization W4 = tB0tB1tB2tctB0tB1tB2(tc1tc2)
6 of tδ in Γ
1
2. Let (X4, f4)
be the corresponding genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (18, 1). As we already
had π1(X2) = π1(Σ2)/N(B0, B1, B2, c) = Z
2 generated by a1, b1, adding the new
relations induced by c1, c2 above gives π1(X4) ∼= 1.
The last positive factorization is well-known: for c1, . . . , c5 the curves given in
Figure 1, one gets a lift to Γ12 of a positive factorization of the hyperelliptic involu-
tion on Σ2, which can be then squared to get
(tc1tc2tc3tc4tc5tc5tc4tc3tc2tc1)
2 = tδ .
Taking this positive factorization W5 = (tc1tc2tc3tc4tc5tc5tc4tc3tc2tc1)
2, we arrive at
a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration (X5, f5) of type (20, 0). Since the vanishing cycles
c1, c2, c3, c4, c5 represent the free homotopy classes of b1, a1, b¯1a2b2a¯2, a2, b2 respec-
tively, we easily see that π1(X5) = 1.
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3.4. Diffeomorphism types of some small genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations.
We now give a sufficient condition for the total space of a genus-2 Lefschetz
fibration (X, f) to be a rational or ruled surface, which allows one to easily identify
the diffeomorphism type of X . The proof of the next lemma generalizes a circle of
ideas employed by Sato in [45].
Lemma 8. Let (X, f) be a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (n, s). If n+7s < 30,
then X ∼= (S2 × Σh)# kCP
2, where h = 2− 110 (n+ 2s) and k = −
1
5 (3n+ s).
Proof. Let (X, f) be a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration satisfying the conditions of the
lemma. To give our proof by contraposition, assume that X is not a rational or a
ruled surface.
Let X0 be a minimal model for X , so X ∼= X0#mCP
2 for some non-negative
integer m. It is easily seen that c21(X0) = c
2
1(X) + m. By Taubes [54, 55] and
Li-Liu [34], any minimal symplectic 4-manifold which is not rational or ruled has a
non-negative c21. It follows that
0 ≤ c21(X) +m =
1
5
(n+ 7s)− 8 +m.
On the other hand, there existm disjoint exceptional spheres S1, . . . , Sm in X , each
one of which is a positive multisection of (X, f) (see [45, 10] or for the most explicit
discussion [8][Proof of Theorem 1]), and we have
m ≤
∑
i
Si · F ≤ 2g − 2 = 2 .
Combining the two inequalities we obtain 0 ≤ 15 (n+7s)−8+2, that is, n+7s ≥ 30.
By contraposition, we conclude that n+ 7s < 30 implies X is rational or ruled,
so it is diffeomorphic to either CP2, an S2-bundle over a Riemann surface Σh,
or a blow-up of these. Note that X cannot be minimal: minimal rational or ruled
surfaces have signature 0 or 1, whereas for any nontrivial genus-2 Lefschetz fibration
(which we always assume to be the case) we have σ(X) = − 15 (3n + s) < 0. The
same argument rules out CP2#CP2. Therefore the diffeomorphism type of X can
be uniquely identified as (S2 × Σh)# kCP
2 for some non-negative integers h and
k. These integers can be easily calculated as h = 1 − χh(X) and k = −σ(X), and
from Lemma 4 we arrive at the given calculations of h and k in terms of n and s.

With the constraints from Lemma 5, there are very few possibilities for a genus-2
Lefschetz fibration of type (n, s) with n+7s < 30. Namely, (4, 3), (6, 2), (18, 1) and
(20, 0). The lemma above nevertheless makes it possible to identify the diffeomor-
phism types of the total spaces of these small genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations given
earlier in Section 3:
Proposition 9. Any genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations of types (4, 3), (6, 2), (18, 1) and
(20, 0) have total spaces (S2 × T 2)#3CP2, (S2 × T 2)#4CP2, CP2#12CP2 and
CP2#13CP2, respectively, and they are indecomposable. In particular the Lefschetz
fibrations (X1, f1), (X2, f2), (X4, f4), (X5, f5) have total spaces diffeomorphic to
these ruled manifolds, in the given order.
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Remark 10. Although this proposition gives a unified answer, we would like to
point out that partial results were already known: total spaces of the particular
fibrations (X2, f2) and (X5, f5) were already known to Matsumoto, who constructed
them as double branched covers of rational ruled surfaces [36], and the case of a
potential (4, 3) fibration was covered by Sato in [45] (also see [43]).
Remark 11. A genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (16, 2) presents a borderline
case for our lemma above, for which we can stretch our arguments to identify the
homeomorphism class of X3, the total space of the particular fibration (X3, f3) we
have constructed earlier. In this case, from c21(X3) = −2, we getm ≥ 2. By [46, 10],
we conclude that X3 is either twice blow-up of a symplectic Calabi-Yau surface, or
it is a rational or a ruled surface. As π1(X3) = Z2, the latter is ruled out. As in
[10][Proof of Proposition 4.8], one can then conclude that X3 is homeomorphic to
the Enriques surface blown-up twice.
4. Geography of small simply-connected genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations
Here we will determine which simply-connected 4-manifolds with b+ ≤ 3 can
admit minimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations.
Lemma 12. For n + 2s ≤ 30, only the following pairs (n, s) can be realized as
a minimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (n, s):
• (6, 7), (8, 6), (10, 5), (12, 4), and
• (8, 11), (10, 10), (12, 9), (14, 8), (16, 7), (18, 6), (20, 5), (22, 4), (24, 3), (26, 2).
Proof. Let (X, f) be a minimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (n, s). Since X
should have at least one nonseparating vanishing cycle [48], we will assume n > 0.
Since it is a minimal symplectic 4-manifold, we have 0 ≤ c21(X) =
1
5 (n+ 7s)− 8
[54, 55], which simplifies to
(22) n+ 7s ≥ 40
Thus we have a strengthened version of the third constraint in Lemma 5.
Our proof will follow from a routine check to see which possible pairs (n, s) meet
the constraints of Lemma 5, along with the strengthened inequality above.
Clearly, no (n, s) can satisfy the inequality (22) when n+ 2s = 10.
For n+2s = 20, the pairs (2, 9), (4, 8) are eliminated using the second inequality
in Lemma 5, and (14, 3), (16, 2), (18, 1), (20, 0) by (22).
Lastly, for n + 2s = 30, the pairs (2, 14), (4, 13), (6, 12) are ruled out by the
second inequality in Lemma 5, and (28, 1), (30, 0) by (22). 
We are now ready to determine all possible homeomorphism types of small
simply-connected minimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations:
Theorem 13. Any simply-connected minimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibration (X, f)
with b+(X) ≤ 3 is homeomorphic to CP2# pCP2 for some 7 ≤ p ≤ 9 or to
3CP2# qCP2 for 11 ≤ q ≤ 19.
Proof. Let (X, f) be a simply-connected minimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibration with
b+(X) ≤ 3. Since X admits an almost complex structure and b1(X) = 0, b
+(X)
should be odd (e.g. χh(X) should be an integer). So b
+(X) = 1 or 3.
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From the equation (3), b−(X) = 15 (4n + 3s) − 3 + b1(X) =
1
5 (4n + 3s) − 3.
Combining it with b+(X)− b−(X) = σ(X) = − 15 (3n+ s), we get
(23) b+(X) =
1
5
(n+ 2s)− 3.
So we are in the ballpark of Lemma 12, since n+ 2s ≤ 30 for b+(X) ≤ 3.
For b1(X) = 0, the second constraint in Lemma 5 can be improved as follows:
The inequality (3) now reads b−(X) = 15 (4n + 3s) − 3, so with the inequality (2),
which states b−(X) ≥ s + 1, we arrive at 2n − s ≥ 10. This last inequality then
rules out a couple more (n, s) pairs allowed by Lemma 12; namely (6, 7) and (8, 11).
We are thus left with the possible values (8, 6), (10, 5), (12, 4) when b+ = 1 and
(10, 10), (12, 9), (14, 8), (16, 7), (18, 6), (20, 5), (22, 4), (24, 3), (26, 2) when b+ = 3. In
all these cases s > 0, so the presence of a reducible fiber implies that there exists a
homology class with an odd intersection number. It follows that X cannot be spin.
As X is assumed to be simply-connected, using Freedman’s seminal work, we can
conclude that X is homeomorphic to CP2# pCP2 or to 3CP2# qCP2. Calculating
b−(X) for the above list of pairs (n, s), we see that 7 ≤ p ≤ 9 and 11 ≤ q ≤ 19. 
When the number of singular fibers l = n + s ≤ 30, we obviously have
n+2s ≤ 30, so our take of “small” minimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations are indeed
limited to the types in Lemma 12, and in the simply-connected case, to the home-
omorphism classes listed in Theorem 13. Using Lemma 4, we can determine the
possible characteristic numbers c21 and χh of all minimal simply-connected genus-2
Lefschetz fibrations with at most 30 singular fibers, as in the geography problem
for minimal simply-connected symplectic 4-manifolds or complex surfaces. We will
realize these lattice points in the next section.
Remark 14. What if we consider the geography problem for small simply-connected
genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations which are asked to be only relatively-minimal? We can
give a fairly complete answer to this question as well. The possible pairs (n, s) ruled
out in the proof of Lemma 12 using minimality were the followings: any (n, s) with
n+ 2s = 10, (14, 3), (16, 2), (18, 1), (20, 0), and (28, 1), (30, 0).
For n+2s = 10, the pairs (2, 4), (8, 1) and (10, 0) are all ruled out by Lemma 5.
Proposition 9 shows that any genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (4, 3) or (6, 2) has
a non-simply-connected total space.
The pairs (18, 1), (20, 0) are readily realized by the fibrations (X4, f4) and
(X5, f5) discussed in the previous section. The 5-chain relation
(tc1tc2tc3tc4tc5)
6 = 1
in Γ2 hands a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type (30, 0). Applying braid relations
we can rewrite the left-hand side of the above equation in the form of t2c1t
2
c3
P , where
P is a product of 26 positive Dehn twists. Using the lantern relation so as to trade
the subword t2c1t
2
c3
with a product of three Dehn twists, we obtain a new positive
factorization of the identity in Γ2, which yields a genus-2 Lefschetz fibration of type
(28, 1). (One can in fact find five more similar subwords and iterate this procedure;
see [4].) Similarly, applying lantern relations to the positive word W5, Endo and
Gurtas found the fibrations of the type (14, 3) (16, 2) [19]. All other pairs, except
for (10, 10), are realized by the fibrations constructed in the next section.
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Remark 15. Going back to the main theme of our article, we can ask if there is a
nonminimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibration (X, f) where X is an exotic CP2# pCP2 or
3CP2# qCP2. Let (X, f) be such a fibration of type (n, s), which we can assume to
be relatively-minimal after blowing-down any exceptional spheres on the fibers. Let
κ(X) denote the symplectic Kodaira dimension of X . Clearly, X is not a rational
or a ruled surface, so there are three possibilities by the work of Sato: (i) κ(X) = 0,
c21(X) = −1 or −2; (ii) κ(X) = 1, c
2
1(X) = −1 and s = 1; (iii) κ(X) = 2 , c
2
1 = −1
and s = 0 [46][Theorems 5.5. and 5.12]. We observe that (iii) is not possible, since
the only possible types (20, 0) and (30, 0) have c21 6= −1. On the other hand (i) or
(ii) are possible only if X is an exotic K3 surface blown-up once or twice; the only
possible types in this case being (28, 1) or (30, 0) by similar arguments. Hence one
does not get any exotic 4-manifolds via nonminimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations,
except possibly for those whose minimal models are exotic K3 surfaces.
5. Small exotic 4-manifolds from genus-2 fibrations
Here we will construct minimal symplectic 4-manifolds which are homeomorphic
to small number of blow-ups of CP2 and 3CP2, starting with the most interesting
examples: exotic symplectic rational surfaces fibered by genus-2 curves.
5.1. Exotic symplectic rational surfaces.
Using the positive factorizations W1 and W2 of tδ in Γ
1
2 given in Section 3 we
obtain three positive factorizations of t2δ:
W˜1 = W
φ1
1 W1 = tφ1(e)tφ1(x1)tφ1(x2)tφ1(x3)tφ1(d)tφ1(c)tφ1(x4)tetx1tx2tx3tdtctx4 ,
W˜2 = W
φ2
1 W2 = tφ2(e)tφ2(x1)tφ2(x2)tφ2(x3)tφ2(d)tφ2(c)tφ2(x4)(tB0tB1tB2tc)
2,
W˜3 = W
φ3
2 W2 = (tφ3(B0)tφ3(B1)tφ3(B2)tφ3(c))
2(tB0tB1tB2tc)
2.
For each i = 1, 2, 3, let (X˜i, f˜i) be the Lefschetz fibration prescribed by the
positive factorization W˜i, so that we have genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations of types of
(8, 6), (10, 5) and (12, 4). By Proposition 6, each one of them is minimal. Moreover,
if we assume that X˜i is simply-connected, we calculate b
−(X˜i) = 6 + i using the
equation (3). As already argued in Theorem 13, X˜i is then homeomorphic to
CP2#(6 + i)CP2, for i = 1, 2, 3, but certainly not diffeomorphic to it, since the
latter are nonminimal. Thus, it remains to show that for appropriate choices of
mapping classes φi, we can indeed get π1(X˜i) = 1.
Each W˜i contains the non-conjugated word Wj , for j = 1 or 2. As shown
in Section 3, the relations induced by the vanishing cycles prescribed by either
Wj , when added to the presentation π1(Σ2) ∼= 〈a1, b1, a2, b2 | [a1, b1][a2, b2] = 1 〉,
already give an abelian group generated by a2 and b2. We obtain a presentation
for π1(W˜i) by adding further relations induced by the vanishing cycles coming from
the conjugated word Wφ11 , W
φ2
1 or W
φ3
2 , which clearly will be an abelian quotient
of Z2. Therefore, it suffices to understand these additional relations in the first
integral homology group H1(Σ2) ∼= Z
4, the generators of which we will identify
with a1, b1, a2, b2.
The upshot of the above discussion is that we can choose the desired φi based on
its action on H1(Σ2). Using the Picard-Lefschetz formula we can easily calculate
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the effect of the Dehn twist ta on the homology class of a curve b as
[tma (b)] = [b] +m(a · b)[a] ∈ H1(Σ2),
where a · b is the algebraic intersection number for the oriented curves a and b. We
will express φi as products of Dehn twists to further simplify our calculations, and
we will indeed show that a simple multitwist will work for all!
We will take φi = t
−1
c1
tc4 for each i = 1, 2, 3.
Let us first consider W˜1. In this case, from the earlier relations (10) − (17), we
see that the nonconjugated word W1 induces the abelianized relations:
(24) a1 + 2a2 + 4b2 = 0 and b1 + b2 = 0,
whereas Wφ11 induces the following abelianized relations:
(25) a1 + b1 + 6a2 + 4b2 = 0 and b1 + a2 + b2 = 0.
The four relations together imply that a2 = 0 and b2 = −b1 = 0. Hence π1(X˜1) = 1
for this choice of φ1.
For W˜2 and W˜3, the nonconjugated word W2 induces the abelianized relations:
(26) a1 + a2 = 0 and b1 + b2 = 0
derived from the relations (17) and (19). Now for W˜2, the abelianized relations
above, induced by W2, together with those induced by W
φ2
1 = W
φ1
1 given in (25)
immediately imply a2 = 0. In turn, a1 = 0, so b2 = b1+2b2 = a1+b1+4a2+2b2 = 0.
We therefore get π1(X˜2) = 1 for the chosen φ2.
The calculation for W˜3 is even simpler. W
φ3
2 induces the following abelianized
relations:
(27) a1 + b1 + a2 = 0 and b1 + a2 + b2 = 0,
which, together with those above induced by W2, kill all the generators. Thus
π1(X˜3) = 1 for φ3 we have chosen.
Hence, we have proved
Theorem 16. For each i = 1, 2, 3, (X˜i, f˜i) is a minimal, decomposable genus-2
Lefschetz fibration, whose total space is an exotic symplectic CP2#(6 + i)CP2.
Remark 17. The existence of minimal symplectic 4-manifolds in the above home-
omorphism classes was already established. As shown by Donaldson in his seminal
paper [16], for p = 9 blow-ups of CP2, the Dolgachev surface E(1)2,3 was the first
example; for p = 8, Kotschick proved that Barlow’s surface was minimal [31]; and
for p = 7, the first example was obtained by Jongil Park’s breakthrough article
utilizing rational blowdowns [42]. As we mentioned in Introduction, examples of
minimal, decomposable, genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations in the homeomorphism class
of CP2#9CP2 were obtained previously by Fintushel and Stern [23].
Remark 18. With a small variation of the above constructions as in [40, 30, 9], we
can also produce minimal genus-2 Lefschetz fibration with any prescribed abelian
group of rank at most 2: Let i = 1, 2, 3, and letm = (m1,m2), wherem1 andm2 are
nonnegative integers. Let (X˜i,m, f˜i,m) be the Lefschetz fibration with monodromy
W˜i with φi = t
−m1
c1
tm2c4 . A very similar calculation shows that π1(X˜i,m) has an
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abelian presentation 〈a2, b2 |m1b2 = 0, m2a2 = 0〉. Hence, we get symplectic X˜i,m,
with c21(X˜i,m) = 3 − i and χh(X˜i,m) = 1, and any prescribed abelian fundamental
group of rank at most 2.2
For each fixed i = 1, 2, 3, infinitely many of these symplectic fibrations have
total spaces which cannot be a complex surface. Here is a quick argument: by the
Enrique-Kodaira classification, a complex surface with odd first betti number is
either of type VII or elliptic. However, any minimal elliptic surface with odd betti
number has Euler characteristic zero, whereas for any minimal type VII surface it
is 2. So any X˜i with odd b1(X˜i) does not admit a complex structure, and we have
infinitely many of them (with π1 ∼= Z⊕ (Z/ nZ) for varying n).
Remark 19. Very recently, Rana, Tevelev and Urzu´a have given an elaborate
proof of the simple-connectivity of the Craighero-Gattazzo surface [44], which was
shown earlier by Dolgachev and Werner to carry a holomorphic genus-2 Lefschetz
fibration [15]. The authors also showed that the Dolgachev surface E(1)2,3 admits
a holomorphic genus-2 Lefschetz fibration. It would be certainly interesting to
know whether these holomorphic fibrations are equivalent to ours, and if there is a
holomorphic counterpart of our genus-2 Lefschetz fibration with c21 = 2 as well. The
same question goes for the genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations with b+ = 3 we construct
below. Note that by the work of Siebert and Tian [47] any genus-2 Lefschetz
fibration without reducible fibers (satisfying a mild condition on its monodromy)
is holomorphic, but as we observed in the previous section, every minimal genus-2
Lefschetz fibrations with b+ ≤ 3 contains reducible fibers.
5.2. Exotic symplectic 4-manifolds with b+ = 3.
We will now construct minimal symplectic genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations whose
total spaces are homeomorphic to blow-ups of 3CP2. This time we will define new
positive factorizations of t2δ in Γ
1
2 using all ofW1,W2,W3,W4,W5 given in Section 3:
Ŵ1 = W
φ
1 W1W1 = tφ(e)tφ(x1)tφ(x2)tφ(x3)tφ(d)tφ(c)tφ(x4)(tetx1tx2tx3tdtctx4)
2
Ŵ2 = W
φ
1 W1W2 = tφ(e)tφ(x1)tφ(x2)tφ(x3)tφ(d)tφ(c)tφ(x4)tetx1tx2tx3tdtctx4(tB0tB1tB2tc)
2
Ŵ3 = W
φ
2 W2W1 = (tφ(B0)tφ(B1)tφ(B2)tφ(c))
2(tB0tB1tB2tc)
2tetx1tx2tx3tdtctx4
Ŵ4 = W
φ
2 W2W2 = (tφ(B0)tφ(B1)tφ(B2)tφ(c))
2(tB0tB1tB2tc)
4
Ŵ5 = W
φ
1 W3 = tφ(e)tφ(x1)tφ(x2)tφ(x3)tφ(d)tφ(c)tφ(x4)tetx1tx2tx3td(tc1tc2)
6tx4
Ŵ6 = W4W1 = tB0tB1tB2tctB0tB1tB2(tc1tc2)
6tetx1tx2tx3tdtctx4
Ŵ7 = W5W1 = (tc1tc2tc3tc4tc5tc5tc4tc3tc2tc1)
2tetx1tx2tx3tdtctx4
Ŵ8 = W5W2 = (tc1tc2tc3tc4tc5tc5tc4tc3tc2tc1)
2(tB0tB1tB2tc)
2.
For simplicity, we will use the same conjugation φ = t−1c1 tc4 for Ŵi, i = 1, . . . , 5,
and indeed no conjugation for i = 6, 7, 8.
2Another example with c21 = 1, χh = 1 and pi1 = Z3 is given in a recent preprint of Akhmedov
and Monden using the lantern substitution [2]. Akhmedov pointed out to us that they have now
updated their arxiv paper to include some nonexplicit examples with pi1 = Z⊕ Zm.
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Letting (X̂i, f̂i) be the Lefschetz fibration prescribed by the positive factor-
ization Ŵi for i = 1, . . . , 8, we obtain genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations of the types
(12, 9), (14, 8), (16, 7), (18, 6), (20, 5), (22, 4), (24, 3), (26, 2). They are all minimal by
Proposition 6, and once we show that X̂i is simply-connected, we can once use The-
orem 13 again to conclude that X̂i is an exotic 3CP
2#(11+ i)CP2, for i = 1, . . . , 8.
To prove that π1(X̂i) = 1, observe that we already have relations induced by
a subcollection of the vanishing cycles, killing π1(Σ2). This is the case for the
subcollection coming from Wφ1 W1, W
φ
2 W2, W4 and W5, as we have shown in the
previous subsection for the first two words, and in Section 3 for the last two. Since
the separating curve c is disjoint from c1, c4, we have tφ(c) = tc. So the vanishing
curves in Wφ1 W1 are contained in the vanishing curves of Ŵ5. Every Ŵi contains
one of these subwords, and therefore the corresponding X̂i is simply-connected.
We have proved:
Theorem 20. For each i = 1, . . . , 8, (X̂i, f̂i) is a minimal, decomposable genus-2
Lefschetz fibration, whose total space is an exotic symplectic 3CP2#(11 + i)CP2.
Remark 21. As we have noted in Introduction, we expect that there are also
minimal, decomposable genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations in the homeomorphism class
of 3CP2#11CP2, which we have not succeeded in constructing yet. On the other
hand, the existence of minimal symplectic 4-manifolds in the above homeomorphism
classes were previously shown by other authors. The first examples for q = 19 blow-
ups of 3CP2 were given by Friedman and Morgan [26] and Stipsicz and Szabo [53];
for 14 ≤ q ≤ 18 by Gompf, using symplectic fiber sums [27]; and for q = 12, 13 by
Doug Park using the same technique [41].
The explicit construction of X̂i moreover allows us to produce an infinite family
of minimal symplectic 4-manifolds in each homeomorphism class 3CP2#(11+i)CP2,
for i = 1, . . . , 8, which will follow from the following lemma:
Lemma 22. Let W,W ′,W ′′ be positive factorizations (of the identity element)
in Γg, with W = W
′W ′′, and let X be the total space of the Lefschetz fibration
prescribed by W with b+(X) > 1. Assume that there is a nonseparating simple closed
curve β on Σg which is trivial both in π1(Σg)/N
′ and in π1(Σg)/N
′′, where N ′
and N ′′ are the subgroups of π1(Σg) normally generated by the curves in positive
factorizations W ′ and W ′′, respectively. Then there exist an infinite family of
pairwise non-diffeomorphic minimal symplectic 4-manifolds (resp. irreducible 4-
manifolds which do not admit any symplectic structures) all homeomorphic to X.
Proof. The proof relies on the following illustrious theorem of Fintushel and Stern:
if there exists an embedded symplectic torus T in a simply-connected symplectic
4-manifold X with b+(X) > 1 such that [T ]2 = 0 and π1(X \ T ) = 1, then one
can perform knot surgery operation along fibered knots with different Alexander
polynomials to produce an infinite family of pairwise non-diffeomorphic symplectic
4-manifolds in the same homeomorphism class as X [22]. Using non-fibered knots
with different Alexander polynomials, one can similarly produce an infinite family
of irreducible 4-manifolds none of which can admit symplectic structures.
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Now letW,W ′,W ′′ be positive factorizations in Γg, withW =W
′W ′′, and β be a
nonseparating curve on Σg which is trivial both in π1(Σg)/N
′ and in π1(Σg)/N
′′,
for N ′, N ′′. There exists a nonseparating curve α on Σg intersecting β at one
point. Since W ′, as a mapping class, stabilizes any nonseparating curve on Σmg ,
we can take a parallel transport of α over a curve γ enclosing the Lefschetz critical
values corresponding to W ′ to produce a Lagrangian torus T fibered over γ in
the symplectic Lefschetz fibration (X, f) constructed from W . It follows from our
assumption on β that in X , the torus T intersects an immersed 2-sphere S, which
is composed of two immersed disks bounding the curve β viewed on a regular
fiber over γ. Thus, if only such β exist, we get a Lagrangian torus T in X with
π1(X \ T ) = 1 (since by Seifert-Van Kampen, it is normally generated by the
meridian µ of T , which in this case bounds an immersed disk) and [T ] 6= 0 in
H2(X) (since T ·S 6= 0). By Gompf’s trick, any homologically essential Lagrangian
becomes symplectic after a local perturbation of the symplectic form [27], which
necessarily has square zero. This is the symplectic torus T we need in order to
invoke Fintushel and Stern’s theorem. 
Corollary 23. There exists an infinite family of pairwise non-diffeomorphic min-
imal symplectic 4-manifolds (resp. irreducible 4-manifolds which do not admit any
symplectic structures) in each homeomorphism class 3CP2#(11 + i)CP2, for each
i = 1, . . . , 8.
Proof. We claim that the desired β is found in abundance in each positive factor-
ization Ŵi, which clearly already satisfies all the other assumptions in Lemma 22.
In Ŵ1, Ŵ3, Ŵ6, Ŵ7, we can take β to be any xi appearing in the right most
W1 factor. Similarly in Ŵ2, Ŵ4, Ŵ8, any Bi in the right most W2 factor would do.
Lastly, by taking an even simpler conjugation, φ = tc4 , we can make it easier to spot
the desired β in Ŵ5. Let us first verify that this still results in a simply-connected
X̂5. The relations induced by the vanishing cycles coming from the nonconjugated
word W3 already give a presentation of the cyclic group Z2 generated by a2. The
group π1(X̂5) is calculated by adding further relations coming from the conjugated
word Wφ1 . So all we need to see is that the latter kills a2. For φ = tc4 , the
abelianized relation b1+a2+b2 = 0 coming from W
φ
1 , together with the b1+b2 = 0
relation coming from W1, implies that a2 = 0. Thus π1(X̂5) = 1. Since x3 is
disjoint from c4, we have tφ(x3) = tx3 both in W
φ
1 and in W1. So we can take
β = x3. 
5.3. Even smaller, but not fibered, exotic 4-manifolds.
Relying on our explicit construction of the smallest Lefschetz fibration (X1, f1),
we can construct minimal symplectic 4-manifolds in the homeomorphism classes of
CP2#pCP2 and 3CP2#qCP2 for even smaller p and q. As dictated by Theorem 13,
this can only be achieved after giving up on the fibered aspect of our previous
constructions of course. Below, we will content ourselves with demonstrating our
ideas just for a couple examples, namely for p = 4 and q = 6, the smallest values
we are able to strike.
We will obtain the desired simply-connected minimal symplectic 4-manifolds by
generalizing our earlier constructions in two ways: first, we will build small Lefschetz
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fibrations over Σh with h > 0; and second, we will perform Luttinger surgeries along
fibered Lagrangian tori which no longer need to preserve the fibration structure.
The notion of a Lefschetz fibration, along with all the associated definitions, can
be easily extended to maps f : X → Σh for any h ≥ 0. In this case, a positive
factorization also contains a product of h commutators [Ai,Bi] in Γ
m
g , that is:
(28) [A1,B1] · · · [Ah,Bh] · tcl · · · tc2tc1 = t
k1
δ1
· · · tkmδm ,
which prescribes a symplectic genus-g Lefschetz fibration (X, f) over Σh when g ≥ 2
[28, 11]. The Euler characteristic of X is given by e(X) = (2− 2g)(2− 2h)+ l, and
when g = 2, we have the identical signature formula σ(X) = − 15 (3n+ s), where n
and s are the number of nonseparating and separating {ci}. As shown by Stipsicz,
when h > 0, an additional perk is that X is always minimal [50]. However in this
case X can never be simply-connected, since π1(X) surjects onto π1(Σh).
Clearly, we can add any commutator [Ai,Bi] = 1 in Γ
m
g to a positive factorization
of a non-minimal Lefschetz fibration (X, f), and pass to a positive factorization of
the type (28) of a decomposable, minimal (X ′, f ′) over a positive genus surface.
It is easy to see that adding h many copies of the trivial commutator, i.e. when
Ai = Bi = 1, we moreover have
π1(X
′) ∼= π1(Σh)⊕ (π1(Σg) /N(c1, . . . , cl) ) ,
assuming m > 0.
Now, adding one trivial commutator to the smallest positive factorization W1
we have constructed, we get a symplectic genus-2 Lefschetz fibration (X ′1, f
′
1) over
T 2 with a section S′. We have e(X ′1) = 7, σ(X
′
1) = −3, and π1(X
′
1)
∼= Z4.
By a slight abuse of notation, we also denote by a1, b1, a2, b2 the curves on a
subsurface Σ12 of a regular fiber F
∼= Σ2 representing the standard generators of
π1(Σ
1
2), but isotoped to be in minimally intersecting position. In the same fashion,
we pick a, b on the base T 2, which also denote the standard generators of π1(T
2),
while making sure they avoid a disk D ⊂ T 2 containing Crit(f). Lastly let a′1
be a parallel copy of a1 on Σ
1
2 and b
′ be a parallel copy of b on T 2 \ D. We
can then assume that the parallel transport of any α ∈ {a1, b1, a2, b2, a
′
1} over any
γ ∈ {a, b, b′} is a Lagrangian torus T fibered over γ. Through the trivialization
X1 \ (f
−1(D) ∪ νS) ∼= Σ12 ×Σ
1
1, we can view T as a Lagrangian α× γ with respect
to a product symplectic form on Σ12 × Σ
1
1.
We claim that performing the following four disjoint Luttinger surgeries in X ′1:
(a2 × b, a2, 1), (b2 × b
′, b2, 1), (a1 × a, a, 1), (a
′
1 × b, b, 1),
we obtain a simply-connected 4-manifold X˜ ′1. Here, we encode the surgery data by
the triple (T, λ, k), as in [1, 24]. Per the choices we made above, we can appeal
to the meticulous work of Baldridge and Kirk in [7] to deduce that π1(X˜ ′1) has a
presentation with generators ai, bi, a, b, where the following relations hold (among
many others we do not include):
a1a
2
2b
2
2 = 1, b1b2 = 1, [b2, b] = 1,
µ1a2 = 1, µ2 b2 = 1, µ3 a = 1, µ4 b = 1,
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where µi are the meridians of the surgered Lagrangian tori, each given by some
commutator of the pairs {b2, a}, {a2, a}, {b1, b} and {b1, a}.
3 Since b1b2 = 1 and
[b2, b] = 1, it follows that b1 and b commute. So from µ3a = 1, we get a = 1. For all
other µi are commutators of a, the remaining relations in the last line above imply
b = a2 = b2 = 1, and in turn a1 = b1 = 1. Thus π1(X˜ ′1) = 1.
Clearly e(X˜ ′1) = e(X
′
1) and σ(X˜
′
1) = σ(X
′
1). Since any exceptional sphere can
be isotoped away from Lagrangian tori [57], and for each Luttinger surgery there is
an inverse Luttinger surgery, minimality of X ′1 implies that X˜
′
1 is minimal. Hence
(X˜ ′1 is a minimal symplectic 4-manifold which is an exotic CP
2#4CP2.
Our construction of a minimal symplectic 3CP2#6CP2 can be built on the same
construction scheme: now add two trivial commutators to the positive factorization
W1 to obtain a symplectic genus-2 Lefschetz fibration (X
′′
1 , f
′′
1 ) over Σ2 with a
section S′′. Here we calculate e(X ′′1 ) = 11, σ(X
′′
1 ) = −3, π1(X
′′
1 )
∼= π1(Σ2) ⊕ Z
2.
Choosing a1, b1, a2, b2, a
′
1 on the fibers as before, and the curves a, b, b
′, A,B,B′
in the same fashion on the base Σ2, away from the critical values, we can define
Lagrangian tori α × γ for any α ∈ {a1, b1, a2, b2, a
′
1} and γ ∈ {a, b, b
′, A,B,B′}.
Now let X̂ ′′1 be the result of the following disjoint Luttinger surgeries:
(a2×b, a2, 1), (b2×b
′, b2, 1), (a1×a, a, 1), (a
′
1×b, b, 1), (a1×A,A, 1), (a
′
1×B,B, 1).
Then we get a presentation for π1(X̂ ′′1 ) with generators ai, bi, a, b, A,B, where the
following relations hold (again, among many others we will not need):
a1a
2
2b
2
2 = 1, b1b2 = 1, [b2, b] = 1, [b2, B] = 1,
µ1a2 = 1, µ2 b2 = 1, µ3 a = 1, µ4 b = 1, µ5A = 1, µ6B = 1,
where the additional meridians µ5, µ6 are some commutators of the pairs {b1, B}
and {b1, A}. By arguments identical to those we had before (now repeating them
also for A and B), we observe that these relations suffice to kill all the genera-
tors. We thus have a simply-connected minimal symplectic X̂ ′′1 , which is an exotic
3CP2#6CP2.
We summarize our results in the following:
Theorem 24. Luttinger surgeries along fibered Lagrangian tori in the symplectic
genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations (X ′1, f
′
1) over T
2 and (X ′′1 , f
′′
1 ) over Σ2 yield minimal
symplectic 4-manifolds X˜ ′1 and X̂
′′
1 homeomorphic to CP
2#4CP2 and 3CP2#6CP2,
respectively.
Remark 25. We can easily use different genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations over T 2 and
Σ2 in our construction by adding other commutators to the positive factorization
W1 instead of the trivial one. For instance, if we add [φ, 1] = [t
−1
c1
tc4 , 1] instead, we
can produce a simply-connected 4-manifold without the first two Luttinger surgeries
in each case.
On this note, recall from Section 2 that conjugating the first factors W1 or W2
with φ = t−1c1 tc4 in the positive factorizations of W˜i, Ŵi we had earlier amount to
fibered Luttinger surgeries. Thus, several of the simply-connected minimal genus-2
3One can certainly determine these commutators on the nose, but there will be no need for
our calculations here.
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Lefschetz fibrations (X˜i, f˜i) and (X̂i, f̂i) we have constructed earlier could be ob-
tained from genus-2 Lefschetz fibrations corresponding to nonconjugated products
via a pair of fibered Luttinger surgeries along b1× γ and a2× γ, where γ is a curve
on the base enclosing all the critical values coming from the first factor W1 or W2.
Remark 26. A few words for the experts: in a nutshell, the manifolds X˜ ′1 and X̂
′′
1
can be seen to be produced by first taking a symplectic sum of (S2 × T 2)#3CP2
and Σ2×T
2, and then performing Luttinger surgeries along Lagrangian tori in the
latter summand. This has been a well-exploited approach to successfully construct
many small 4-manifolds (e.g [1, 3, 7, 24]), where the true hardship had been in
finding the desired symplectic surfaces with well-understood fundamental group
complements, and then obtaining a manageable fundamental group presentation
for the resulting 4-manifold to argue that it is simply-connected. We believe these
issues are significantly easier to handle (compare e.g. with the examples of [3])
when we use the Lefschetz fibration (X1, f1) as above. Similarly, describing a
handle decomposition of our X˜ ′1 and X̂
′′
1 is a relatively easier task departing from
the handle decompositions of (X ′1, f
′
1), (X
′′
1 , f
′′
1 ).
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